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Commercial Street is a bustling business street which is composed of numerous 
shops, restaurants, service shops together according to a certain structural proportion, 
and is considered as the epitome and quintessence of a city as well which contains 
business integration that is multifunctional, multi-industry, and multi-formats.      
Before 2002, the development of Chinese commercial streets almost has no 
systemic planning; even the operation and management are limited to the collection 
of rent and providing an extremely simple property management. With the rapid 
development of economy, the original model has been unable to meet the 
requirements of commercial retail about the property, so the multiplex mall, 
shopping centers, commercial streets, the professional market and other emerging 
commercial real estate forms has been accelerating fast due to the social demand. 
However, in reality, most of the developers do not have the expertise of 
operation and management in exploiting commercial streets. Many problems 
occurred in the fields of assessing the feasibility of the project, investment, property 
form design and operation phase, some of which were even very severe, has affected 
the normal operation of the project. What's more, as some projects cannot catch up 
with the demand of the market, they would have failed at the beginning of the 
research and development phrase, leading to a result that the day of opening up the 
street is the day to doom. 
The concept of the commercial street, in combing the domestic and the foreign 
commercial street on the basis of the overview about the business street’s 
development, summarize the commercial street’s development in current situation 
and conclude the problems in common. The second chapter,  the research about 
policies and laws in commercial streets for community combining Qing Tan 
Commercial Street. The third chapter,  the scientific site selection for commercial 
streets combining Qing Tan Commercial Street. The fourth chapter, the location 
about commercial streets site selection combining Qing Tan Commercial Street. The 
fifth chapter, the planning and designing about commercial streets combining Qing 
Tan Commercial Street. The sixth chapter,  the financial analysis about commercial 













promotion about commercial streets combining Qing Tan Commercial Street. Last 
but not the least is the conclusion of the thesis. 
According to the actual case analysis of Qing Tan Commercial Street, this thesis 
is a combination of my own work experience and systemic thinking, providing 
practical project development and operation method and skill from the case of Qing 
Tan Commercial Street, with a high reference value for the decision-making proposal 
from developers in commercial streets for community. 
At the same time, the author as the forerunner in Xiamen University 's first 
research on community-oriented commercial development model and the theory. 
Through this article, I hope to arise the attention from more scholars and theorists in 
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了。截至 2011 年，全国商业街数量已超过 5000 条，著名商业街 22 条，中国特
色商业街 32 条。北京王府井、上海南京路、重庆解放碑、南京新街口等已成为
当地和外来人员的购物首选地，相当数量的商业街营业额已占到本区社零总额
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中型商业街 商业街长度在 500 米——1000 米之间。 
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